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Abstract
In 1785 Jurij Vega was admitted into the Masonic lodge True Concord
(Zur Wahren Eintracht) in Vienna. Joseph Maffei, Vega's mathematics
teacher, who financially supported Vega in the course of his study, is also
found among the Freemasons. Vega's handwritten application from 1785
is also preserved. Vega's Masonic godfather Leopold von Unterberger,
high artillery officer and mathematician, must have played a key role
in Vega's admission. In 1785 Emperor Joseph 11 issued the so-called
Masonic Patent which resulted in a decrease in the number of lodges in
Vienna. Jurij Vega subsequently joined the Truth Lodge (Zur Walireit).
Even after the dissolution of the lodge in 1789 and the ban on Masonic
associations in 1795, he kept in touch with Freemasons. The most notable among the foreign Masons was the French astronomer and encyclopedia author, Joseph Jemine Lefrancais Lalande.
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Povzetek
Jurij Vega je bil leta 1785 sprejet v dunajsko prostozidarsko ložo Resnična sloga (Zur Waliren Eintracht). Med prostozidarji srečamo tiuli
Vegovega profesorja matematike Jožefa Maffeja, ki je Vego pri študiju
tudi materialno podpiral. Iz leta 1785je ohranjena Vegova lastnoročna
pmšnja. Pri Vegovem sprejemu je gotovo odigral pomembno vlogo njegov prostozidarski boter Leopold pl. Unterberger, visok topniški oficir in
matematik. Leta 1785 je cesar Jožef 1L izdal t. i. prostozidarski patent,
katerega posledica je bilo zmanjšanje števila dunajskih lot Jurij Vega se
je pridružil loži Resnica (Zur Wahrheit). Tudi po razpustu lože leta 1789
in prepovedi prostozidarskih združenj leta 1795 je ohranjal stike s prostozidarji. Od tujih prostozidarjev je bil najvidnejši francoski astronom
in enciklopedist Joseph Jerome Lefrancais Ltdande.

Jurij Vega was born as Veha in the small village of Zagorica in the Zasavje region. He came in contact with some of the most important Enlightenment personalities of Carniola during his schooling at the Jesuit gymnasium and at the lyceum.
His career led him from navigation engineer under Gruber's guidance to artilleryman and one of the world's leading mathematicians. Vega lived through a turbulent
era of European history and witnessed equally tumultuous events that shook the
Freemasonry of the Habsburg Monarchy. He maintained close ties with Freemasons from 1785. the year he was admitted to a Masonic lodge in Vienna, to his
death in 1802. The meetings at the lodge were connected to his work in mathematics. and even more so to his military career: some of the closest lodge brothers
were also his closest military "comrades." If we include all those that joined the
Freemasons after they had already significantly influenced Vega's life - for example. Jožef Maffei - this observation can be extended back to Vega's schooling at the
Ljubljana lyceum (1773).
Among Vega's professors at the Ljubljana lyceum that later became his close
associates. Jožef Maffei (1740-1807) and possibly Gabriel Gruber (1740-1805)
joined the Freemasons. Both were very close to Vega, especially Maffei. Jožef
Maffei, Vega's professor of mathematics, who lived in Ljubljana after 1772, played
a decisive role in Vega's realization that he possessed mathematical talent. At the
same time, Maffei was also his protector and he financially supported Vega during
his studies because Vega had lost his father while still a child. Another professor at
the lyceum, Baltazar Hacquet, was allegedly also a Freemason.
Maffei and Gruber possibly came in contact with Freemasonry through Žiga
Zois, and Gruber also in association with Ignaz von Born. Maffei joined the
Freemasons in 1781 and Gabriel Gruber allegedly followed suit in 1785, the year
that the lodge also welcomed Baron Vincenc Jurij Struppi (1733-1810). From 1772
to 1777 Gruber supervised the draining of the Ljubljana marshes and the construction of the canal. The work was later taken over by Struppi. Vega worked with
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Gruber during the period when he was still a navigation engineer (1775-1780), but
it is possible that he had helped him even before that.1 Vega probably collaborated
with Struppi as well.
Some of Vega's famous schoolmates also joined the ranks of the Freemasons:
for example, a Ljubljana factory owner, Jožef von Desselbrunner, was one of the
founders of the Ljubljana Masonic lodge Charity and Steadfastness (Zur Wohltheiligkeit iiiul Standhafligkeit),2 and a member of the Graz lodge United Hearts (Zu
dem vereinigten Hertzen). It is assumed that Anton Tomaž Linhart, another of
Vega's schoolmates, was also a Freemason. Linhart's membership in the lodge is
not undisputed, but his close ties with numerous Freemasons are well documented.
The assumption that Linhart belonged to the same lodge as Vega is incorrect because the functioning of the True Concord (Zum wahren Eintracht) lodge is rather
well researched. Linhart and Desselbrunner remained friends, while there is no evidence showing that Vega maintained close ties with them after his departure from
Ljubljana. His attachment to MalTai proved more lasting.
Maffei's and Gruber's situation in Ljubljana deteriorated towards the end of
1770s and both men left the city. In 1778. Maffei relocated to Vienna, where he became a private tutor of mathematics, mechanics, and physics to Count Joseph von
Colloredo. the Commander-in-Chief of the Austrian Artillery and future field marshal. Maffei became his personal secretary in the 1780s. He was admitted to the
Viennese lodge Crowned Hope (Zur gekronten Hoffmmg) in 1781 as an Apprentice, in 1782 he became a Fellow, and was raised to the degree of Master Mason in
1783. He was further promoted to even higher Masonic degrees in 1784. all in the
Crowned Hope lodge.3 Around 1799. he became a provost in Stara Boleslava in
Bohemia. Vega's gratitude to Maffei for his support during his studies is expressed
in a dedication that Vega wrote in the second edition of his textbook on logarithms
and trigonometry of 1800.4 Vega thanked Maffei. who was at that time a provost
in Stara Boleslava in Bohemia, for his instruction in mathematics, but also for the
"benevolence" that he had expressed in so many ways. Vega waited until he was
in position to dedicate to Maffei a book that would be respectable enough to honour his professor and this textbook had been very positively received. Vega and
Maffei certainly stayed in contact even after Maffei left Ljubljana for Vienna, especially after Vega followed suit in 1780. Perhaps it was Maffei that encouraged
Vega to come to Vienna and join the artillery and recommended him to Count von
Colloredo.
Another of Vega's professors, Gabriel Gruber, allegedly joined the Freemasons
in Vienna in 1785, while traveling from Ljubljana to Russia. He was allegedly
admitted to the True Concord lodge.5 The lodge's protocols remain silent for the
time being, but Abali mentions one of the Grubers as belonging to the lodge. However, the Gruber that Abafi referred to was Gabriel's half-brother Tobias Gruber.

